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Abstract: The goal of this thesis is to create a working environment for the
development and testing of bidirectional reflectance functions (BRDFs). The
result of our work is a graphical application that offers tools to write these BRDFs,
see how they behave on dynamic 2D graphs and in simple scenes. To achieve this,
we created a general framework for physically based rendering algorithms. With
the help of accelerating in hardware, in particular graphics cards(GPUs), we use
OpenCL API to boost performance and allow interactive work with the developed
functions. As part of the work, we implemented the path tracing algorithm
capable of rendering realistic-looking scenes with indirect lighting from area lights
and an environment light. The used algorithm uses importance sampling to
greatly improve convergence speed and allows writing these custom sampling
strategies for the written BRDFs and seeing how they match the BRDF, thus
testing their effectiveness.
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Introduction
The goal of computer graphics is creating images and animations using computers
and today is widely used for entertainment purposes such as movies and video
games as well as for general visualization of collected data including medical
diagnostics.
One of its goals is to create photo-realistic images that mimic the real world
around us. The most straightforward way to do so would be to do it exactly like
a camera captures a scene in the real world. Light can be modelled as a stream
of photons emitted from light sources, travelling through the scene in straight
lines - rays, interacting with objects and eventually hitting the viewer. Which
might be a photographic paper, a digital light sensor in a camera, or a human
eye. This idea is the core concept for ray tracing and path tracing algorithms. 1
mentions that only those photons that do reach the viewer contribute to the final
image and so it is better to reverse the process. Instead of tracing the photons
from the lights to the viewer we could shoot virtual photons from a place on the
image, through the camera and trace their paths inside the scene. Some might
hit a light source and if that happens a part of the light’s energy is transferred to
the original place on the image. This does not ensure that all photons will reach
a light because there simply might not be a path to any of them, but then that
part of the image will be black and the photon still transferred information.
The interaction of light with objects depends on their properties and so an
object has a material that describes this interaction. In computer graphics, one
way to approximate these materials is to use a bidirectional reflectance func-
tion(BRDF) which governs the surface interaction with the light. It is these
materials that have a great impact on realism in the computer-generated images
and so having proper tools to create and test these reflectance functions is im-
portant. The goal of this thesis is to create a tool which does exactly that and
given the constant growth in computational power, more complex scenes can be
used than in previous tools while still keeping the process interactive.
Text organization
The thesis can be partitioned into a theoretical and practical parts. In the first
chapter, we introduce the necessary physical concepts of light. Then, over the
next 5 chapters, the path tracing algorithm as stated in [2],[3],[4] is derived.
First, its basic form in chapter 2, followed by explanation of light interactions
with the scene. The fourth chapter introduces a few well-known reflectance func-
tions. Chapter five expands on the brief introduction of Monte Carlo integration
methods from chapter 2 and describes how are these methods implemented in
computers using pseudo-random numbers. The sixth chapter revisits the path
tracing algorithm to explain techniques which can greatly increase its speed of
convergence through smarter use of Monte Carlo integration.
The second part of this thesis deals with the development of the editor itself.
First, in chapter 8, we give an overview of existing programs, how could they be
improved and what does our program do differently. Next chapter discusses vari-
ous technologies that can be used for the development and achieving much-needed
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performance. After deciding on the technologies, the tenth chapter describes the
general architecture and features of the developed editor, with emphasis on the
decisions one would have to make for developing their application including some
technical ones.
The last, eleventh, chapter reflects on the created program and possible future
improvements. Part of this text is also the user guide located at the end.
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1. Light
This chapter will first concisely define and explain the physical properties of light
that are necessary for building a physically-based renderer. Then a definition
for the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) will be given. The
chapter will conclude with a definition of the core concept of light transport - the
rendering equation [3].
1.1 Physical Quantities




Q . . . is radiant energy [J].
t . . . is time [s].
Irradiance(Radiant exitance) at the point x is the radiant flux received by








Φ . . . is radiant flux [W].
A . . . is area [m2].
Radiance at the point x is defined as the radiant flux received by or emitted
from a given surface per unit projected area along a direction ω and per a unit
solid angle around ω.








Φ . . . is radiant flux [W].
A . . . is area [m2].
θ . . . is the angle between the direction ω and the normal of the area A.
We will differentiate between Li and Lo for the incoming and outgoing radiance,
respectively. That is Li(x, ω) = L(x, ω), Lo(x, ω) = L(x,−ω) which ensures that
ω always points away from the surface. It can be shown, that for non-scattering
volume between two points x, y the incoming radiance at the point x from the
direction of ω = y − x is equal to the outgoing radiance from the point y in
direction ω All these properties of light are depicted in fig. 1.1.
1.2 Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Func-
tion - BRDF
The BRDF is defined as a ratio of radiance reflected from the surface point x
along the outgoing direction wo to the irradiance incoming from the incident
6
Figure 1.1: An example of all three physical quantities. The radiant flux Φ
is emitted from a circular source. This flux is then measured through the unit
area obtaining the irradiance E. Taking into account the angle between a surface
gives the radiance L.
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Figure 1.2: The definition of the reflectance function.
direction ωi




L(x, ωi) cos θ∂ωi
. (1.4)
The second equality follows from an observation that L(x, ωi) = ∂E(x)cos θ∂ωi . The
definition is also shown in fig. 1.2. Note that properties of materials may depend
on the wavelength of light and this function does to. We will drop the extra λ
argument for clarity and assume that it is always there.
Physically correct BRDF should satisfy additional constraints, in particular
1. Energy conservation:
∫︁
S f(x, ωi, ωo)dωo ≤ 1 ∀ωi - i.e that a surface does
not reflect more energy than received. This does not prohibit emissive
objects because the BRDF only accounts for the reflected right.
2. Reciprocity: f(x, ωi, ωo) = f(x, ωo, ωi).[Explain why]
3. Positivity: f(x, ωi, ωo) ≥ 0.
First two are stated e.g. in [5], the last one should be trivial from definition as
there is no ”negative” light. Note that cases of the integral in the first constraint
being strictly smaller than one are correct and quite common as usually at least
some portion of the light is either absorbed or transmitted. Thus the BRDF is
strictly speaking not a probability distribution as the name might suggest.
Later, fig. 9.3 shows an example of two distribution functions together with
rendered images. chapter 4 is dedicated to a more in-depth description of the
BRDF and contains proper definitions and formulas for a few well-known models.
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The BRDF only accounts for reflected light and there is also a complemen-
tary bidirectional transmittance distribution function that is defined in the same
way as BRDF but for transmitted light. Together they can be combined into
bidirectional scattering distribution function. All three functions assume that
the light enters and exits the surface at the same point. This is not true for
many materials, in particular, this effect is necessary to realistically model e.g.
wax and human skin, it can be modelled using a bidirectional scattering-surface
reflectance function
1.3 Light transport equation
The light transport equation (LTE), or the rendering equation in [3], is the equa-
tion that tries to solve the propagation of light through a scene, radiance to be
precise. A path tracing algorithm that will be presented later is an attempt to
numerically solve the LTE. The equation can be formulated in more than one way.
The first one can be obtained by straight-forward integration of the definition of
the BRDF as shown in eq. (1.8) and was described in [2]. This form should be
very intuitive - all incoming light is gathered from every direction omegai, the
reflectance function then exactly specifies how much should be reflected into a
particular ω direction.
f(x, ωi → ωo) =
∂Lo(x, ωo)
∂Li(x, ωi) cos θ∂ωi
(1.5)




Li(x, ωi)f(x, ωi → ωo)(ωi.n)dωi (1.7)
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) +
∫︂
H2
Li(x, ωi)f(x, ωi → ωo)(ωi.n)dωi (1.8)
Few notes about this formulation. First, we only integrate over top hemisphere
because that is where BRDF is properly defined. The BRDF is still dependent on
the wavelength which is omitted and will be further explained in the next chapter.
The term Le represents emitted radiance from a surface of an object. Without
this constant factor we would get the trivial solution L ≡ 0. It also corresponds
to an idea of lights. The recurrent part is present through Li(x, ωi) that can be
evaluated using the same equation with knowing that Li(x, ωi) = Lo(y,−ωi) for
a point y which is closest unobstructed point from x in the direction of ωi. This
makes the y dependent on the scene.
The rest of the theoretical part will revolve around describing known methods
for solving this execution at least numerically.
1.3.1 Area formulation
Evaluating the integral in eq. (1.8) would require evaluation for all incoming
directions but this might not be really necessary. Another strategy is to not
integrate over solid angle, but surface areas located in the scene. That is a valid
approach since Le is non-zero only on a surface of an object. I.e. radiance can
only be created at emission. By projection arbitrary differential area dA to a unit
sphere’s surface it can be seen that relationship between dA and dω is given by
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eq. (1.9). With this knowledge eq. (1.8) can be rewritten as eq. (1.10). Evaluating
this integral means going over all points of all surfaces in the scene. This form,
albeit with slightly different notation, is introduced in [3]. It contains a new term
V (x, y) - visibility i.e. whether x is directly visible from y. This term was not
present in the earlier formulation because it was implicitly contained in Li(x, ωi),
as was mentioned earlier, which returns the radiance from the closest point. In
this formulatio,m y might not be that point and ωi is calculated as ωi = y−x||y−x|| .
dω = cos γ
r2
= −nA.ω
γ . . . Angle between area’s normal and ω
r . . . Distance from area’s center to the surface’s point.
na . . . Area’s surface normal. (1.9)
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) +
∫︂
Ay∈A






Assuming that the radiance can be estimated at arbitrary point in the scene
our goal is still to generate an image. Drawing from the real-world examples,
the simplest model is probably a pinhole camera schematically depicted fig. 1.3.
It does not contain any lenses and we will assume it has an infinitely smaller
aperture and the sensor’s sensitivity over all pixels is constant. Then, all the
rays which hit its receptive field pass through a single point in space. We can
construct a virtual camera in the scene using this knowledge and write a simple
algorithm that can generate rays. Our final image is then computed simply by
calculating arriving radiance from the scene to individual pixels.
Real, modern cameras are much more complex, they have non-zero size aper-
ture, usually, more than one lens, and the receptive field is not uniformly sensitive
to incoming radiance. This means that our simple camera cannot reproduce many
real-world effect e.g. vignetting, chromatic aberrations, and depth of focus. But
none of them are particularly important to our application.
1.4.1 Limitations
Although LTE is an attempt to reproduce physical behaviour of light it has its
limitations. It does not consider the light transmitted through an object nor
any form of sub-surface scattering even though effects are important for many
real-world scenes in computer graphics. That said it can be generalized to cover
these phenomena [5]. Neither it does take into account any wave-like properties
of light and the presented versions do not contain a time term and thus cannot
reproduce dynamic scenes. Another real-world phenomenon is volume-scattering
which breaks the radiance transport invariance that we rely on. In this case, Lo
will frequently not be equal to Li in between two points in space. So, LTE cannot
reproduce smoke, clouds or even sky. None of these are, again, in interest to us
and so are not covered.
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Figure 1.3: The pinhole camera works by separating the scene we want to
capture from a receptive field using a plane with a very small hole in it. This
generates mirrored, upside-down picture of the scene. Reflecting this receptive
field around the plane generates a virtual receptive field and this model is in
computer graphics commonly known as a perspective camera.
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2. Solving Light Transport
Equation
This chapter presents various developed strategies that can be used to solve or
at least approximate a solution to the LTE and presents the first version of the
path tracer algorithm that solves the rendering equation. All solutions are based
on the following idea.
2.1 LTE as operator
[3] in the paper on the rendering equation exploits the recurrent nature of eq. (1.8)
by defining an operator R like in eq. (2.1), which then, in turn, enables the LTE




Li(x, ωi)f(p, ωi → ωo)(ωi.n)dωi (2.1a)
L = Le + R[L] (2.1b)
Le = (I −R)[L]




Rn[Le] = Le + R[Le] + R[R[L]] + R[R[R[L]]]... = (2.1c)
This approach from [3] (and more thoroughly in [2]) expressed in eq. (2.1) allows
us to rewrite the LTE in much more compact form. The last equality can be seen
as an analogous solution to the geometric series. [3] notes on the equality between
eq. (2.1b) and eq. (2.1c): ”A condition for the convergence of the infinite series
is that the spectral radius of the operator T be less than one. (Which is met in
the case of interest to us). A physical interpretation of the Neumann expansion
is appealing. It gives the final intensity of radiation transfer between points x and
y as the sum of a direct term, a once scattered term, a twice scattered term, etc.”.
Citation has been adapted(bold) to our notation. The last sentence is the core
idea for a path tracer. Since R[Le] is an ordinary integral without any recursion
if it can be evaluated for arbitrary Le, then the LTE can be approximated also
with an arbitrary precision simply by repeatedly applying the R operator. And
indeed, the next section presents a method that allows to at least estimate this
integral and it is called Monte Carlo integration.
2.2 Monte Carlo integration
Monte Carlo integration is a numerical method that can be used to estimate a
definite integral using random numbers. The technique is well-established and
e.g. [6] can be consulted for a more detailed explanation of numerical integration












, where C is the volume of the domain Ω ( C =
∫︁
Ω⊆RN 1dx) and ẍi are uniformly
distributed random numbers in Ω. [6] furthermore states that this estimate con-








. The book gives a derivation of well-known convergence rate order of O( 1√
N
).
The important thing is that this rate is independent of dimensionality of the
integral which makes it viable technique to evaluate high-order Rn[Le] terms.
Furthermore, all that is needed to estimate an integral is ability to generate
random numbers and evaluate f(x) for them.
2.3 LTE solution
In the section 1.3 two forms of the LTE were introduced:
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) +
∫︂
H2
Li(x, ωi)f(x, ωi → ωo)(ωi.n)dωi,
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) +
∫︂
Ay∈A





















Rk+1[Le] = R[Rk[Le]]. (2.3c)
In order to evaluate the integral we only need to pick a random directions or
points in the scene. Note that Le(x, ωi) is not a recursive function and instead is
property of the scene. Repeatedly applying this approach (with another sets of
random variables) we can indeed estimate the LTE using eq. (2.1c) with arbitrary
precision. We already stated that this approach is only an estimate with error
rate proportional to 1√
N
which might, and often will, require many samples to
obtain a close-enough estimate.
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2.3.1 Russian roulette
Even though one can now estimate any Rk[Le] term, we still cannot evaluate the
infinite sum using a finite algorithm. Only evaluating first K terms for any fixed
K will introduce systematic bias to the estimation. For the unbiased result we
can at least try to estimate the sum itself. The tool that can be used for that is
called Russian roulette and for this purpose was presented e.g. in [4] and similarly
in [2]. First, one can notice that if any term in the sum is 0 then all subsequent
terms will also be 0. This is true because the R operator does not contain any






if p ≤ q
0 if p > q
. Now, the observation is
E[R′[Le](., .) = q
R[Le]
q
+ (1− q)0 = R[Le].
This means that the sum can be estimated with R′ operator instead. Furthermore,
any time the value after application of R′ becomes zero the rest of the sum will
be too. In theory, this algorithm is still not finite but the probability that we
have to estimate the k-th term is qk - an exponential falloff. In practice, there
will be a maximum allowed number due to GPU implementation.
The value of q can change between the terms and [2] sets this value propor-
tional to the BRDF inside the R operator, albeit it is used for terminating paths
in bidirectional path tracer.
2.4 First path tracing algorithm
This approach gave us a first version of a path tracing algorithm that is presented
in section 2.4. It uses solid angle formulation and only N = 1 samples to estimate
the incoming radiance. That is true for all path tracing algorithms because it
allows non-branching implementation. We can follow a path through the scene
instead of branching trees emitting from the camera. We did not follow the path
from a light to the camera as the sum does by starting at Le, the reasoning
for that was discussed in the introduction. This algorithm can be derived from
a path formulation of the LTE and using the Russian roulette as was done in
[4],[2], but we did not mention this form explicitly. The througput value holds
all terms inside Rk[Lo]. Note that the througput is used1 as the value of q
from the previous section. Last notable thing is that for simpler implementation
the objects are partitioned into two categories - ordinary objects (from now on
referred to as objects) and lights. Both can be intersected, but only objects have
materials, generate reflected rays and have Le(x, ωo) = 0. When the ray hits a
light, the path is terminated and only the emitted radiance is added to the path.
It can be thought of as lights having their BRDFs equal to zero.




The output of this algorithm is shown in figure and although it is correct, it
can be improved which is the goal of chapter 6.
Algorithm 1 Path tracing Algorithm
n← 0
throughtput← 1.0 ◃ How much light can pass along the path
LI ← 0 ◃ Radiance arriving at the camera’s pixel
ray ← GenerateCameraRay()
while n + + < MAX PATH LENGTH do
intersection← IntersectScene(ray)
if intersection == None then return LI
else if intersection == Light then
◃ Transfer the radiance via the path to the camera.
return LI + throughput ∗ intersection.LI
else ◃ Hit an object
ωo ← −ray.dir ◃ Points away from the surf.
ωi ←genNewDirection()
costTheta← dot(intersection.n, ωi)
througput∗ = 2π ∗ BRDFEval(intersection, ωo, ωi) ∗ cosTheta
end if
q ← max(throughput.x, throughput.y, throughput.z)






LI is not strictly necessary here because it will get set only once when a light
is hit. But this formulation is closes to the theory and the improved algorithm
shown later.
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Figure 2.1: This figure show a Cornell-box-like scene rendered using the path
tracing algorithm presented in section 2.4 with maximum numbers of 5 bounces.
The images show (from left to right, top to bottom) 10, 50, 500, 2000 samples per
pixel. Since only the path which hit the light are useful, it takes many samples
to obtain a decent image. The left sphere uses Cook-Torrance material with
m = 0.01 which makes it very mirror-like and the algorithm barely shows any
reflection even from the lights.
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3. Scene Representation
In the previous chapter 2 we derived first path tracing algorithm. This chapter
will build the tools needed to determine if a light ray intersects any objects in the
scene, and how can we generate rays originating from a camera. We can start
by defining a ray which can be done by specifying its origin o and a direction d,
every point on this ray is then given by eq. (3.1) and a parameter t ∈ ℜ+0 .
x = o + t.d; (3.1)
3.1 Camera
Pinpoint camera was briefly introduced in section 1.4 as the object that represents
the final result of the rendering algorithm. Reflecting the image plane in the figure
fig. 1.3 creates a virtual receptive field. Generating rays emitted from the camera
can then be done by choosing a pixel in the field through which send the ray; more
precisely through a random point in this pixel . The camera can be represented
by a world position p, three orthogonal vectors v, r, u for orientation and width,
heigh - dimensions of the receptive field.
3.2 Objects
3.2.1 Sphere
A sphere object is parametrized by its centre c and a radius r, its surface is given
by eq. (3.2). In order to determine if a ray intersect the sphere the eq. (3.1) is
substituted into 17. Then solving the quadratic equation in term of t in eq. (3.3).
Based on the number of positive roots the ray either did not hit the sphere or
there’s at least one hit point in which case we take the smaller one.
(x− c)2 = r2 (3.2)
(o + td− c)2 = r2 O := o− c (3.3)
(td−O)2 = r2




(d.O)2 − 4t2(O.O − r2)
2t2
n = O + t.d (3.4)
t = min(t1, t2) (3.5)
3.2.2 Plane
A plane can be defined by its normal vector n and any point p laying on that
plane. The intersection point ‘t‘ can be found as




Figure 3.1: The slab method shown on two different rays. The solid one inter-
sects the object and all it’s minimal h values are less than any maximal value.
On the other hand the dashed ray does not intersect the rectangle and indeed
there exist x = 1, y = 2 such that t1,max < t2,min. Note that this method requires
computing even negative t values in a case where the origin of the ray is between
two planes.
Note that for rays that are parallel to the plane, the term n.d is zero. Also t < 0
means that the plane is behind the ray. This method makes the plane two-sided
is what we use in our program.
3.2.3 Cuboid
Cuboid can be defined by one point and three orthogonal vectors. The intersec-
tion test can be implemented by the slab method as presented in [7].
We will explain it in 2D with a rectangle, generalization to 3D is trivial. The
method sequentially intersects the ray against the two pairs of parallel planes
going through the sides of the rectangle. The algorithm is drawn in section 3.2.3.
For each pair x ∈ {1, 2} we obtain two values of t - tx,min, tx,max correspond-
ing to the nearer and farther intersection, respectively. Then, following values
are computed tmin = max(t1,min, t2,min), tmax = min(t1,max, t2,max) and the ray
intersect the rectangle(cuboid) at point tmin if and only if tmin ≤ tmax.. In other
words, tx,min ≤ ty,min x, y ∈ {1, 2}. Care must be taken when the ray hap-
pens to be a parallel to any plane, in this case the values are set to infinities:
tx,min = − inf, tx,max = inf. The source explains the method for axis-aligned rect-
angles but the idea holds for arbitrarily oriented ones provided the correct plane
intersection method is used and also return points with t less than zero.
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Figure 3.2: The bounding volume hiearchy shown on 5 triangles. The right
image shows the tree structure, where internal nodes represent used AABBs as
bounding boxes. Intersecting the ray with the scene consists of traversing the
tree, intersection tests are marked with an arrow. In this case there are 5 of them
which is equal to the testing the triangles individually.
3.2.4 Triangle and Triangle Mesh
A triangle can be characterized in more than one way e.g. using its three vertices
or an vertex and two edges. For intersecting a triangle with a ray Moller-Trumbore
algorithm[8] is used. It has simple implementation and offers reasonable speed
which is needed for the next object type.
Triangle meshes are widely used to model 3D objects in computer graph-
ics. Over the years GPUs became highly optimized in processing and rasterizing
these triangles. Meaning models having a million or even more of them are not
uncommon.
Naive implementation of a ray and the triangle mesh intersection would test
the ray against all the triangles and reported the closest intersection. In our ap-
plication this approach was not really feasible for more than a hundred triangles.
A great deal of research went into the development of accelerating structures
that offer better than O(n) intersection test. Their implementation on CPUs and
recently also on GPUs e.g. [9].
One such structure is a Bounding volume hiearchy(BVH) which is a hierar-
chical structure that groups close objects (in our case triangles) into a bounding
volume(BV), these volumes are then clustered again, thus building a tree of them.
The general idea is shown in section 3.2.4. A balanced tree containing n triangles
can be intersected with a ray in O(logn + number of intersections) time which
is typically much faster than a naive O(n) solution. Intersecting a ray with the
BVH starts by testing the root node’s BV and in case of a hit recursively testing
its children. This way if the BV of an internal node does not intersect the ray
whole sub-tree is not visited.
Our application uses a BVH described in [10]. The paper uses axis-aligned
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bounding boxes(AABBs) as the bounding volumes and only considers binary in-
ternal nodes; leaf nodes may contain more than one triangle. They are build from
top to bottom using a surface area heuristic(SAH) and centroid-based partition-
ing.
This algorithm starts with an array of n individual triangles wrapped inside
their AABBs and one AABB that envelopes the whole array. These bounding
volumes are sorted according to their centers from left to right for all three axes.
Then a binary split is considered at each possible index splitting the array into
two groups, the SAH is used to rank these splits and the split with lowest SAH is
chosen. A node is created with the one AABB and two children. These children
are created by splitting the two subarrays and enveloping them in another two
AABBs. This recursive top-to-bottom algorithm either stops when the array only
contains one element or when the SAH cost of any split is greater than the cost
of creating a leaf node for the elements.
The paper uses the following formulas for calculating the cost of a split and
of a leaf node:
Tsplit = 2TAABB +
Area(S1)
Area(S) |S1| ∗ Ttri +
Area(S2)
Area(S) |S2| ∗ Ttri,
Tleaf = |S| ∗ Ttri.
S, S1, S2 . . . The splitted array and the two resulting groups of triangles.
Area(S) . . . Surface area of the AABB enveloping the set S.
TAABB, Ttri . . . Cost of intersection test with a AABB and a triangle.
Traversing this tree means doing an intersection with the node’s children’
AABBs and recursing into the intersected ones. We can reuse the cuboid in-
tersection for the AABB which can be further optimized given the normals are
aligned to axes as was originally presented in[7].
3.3 Lights
Our scene supports 4 types of lights. Point lights have infinitesimal size and
produce hard shadows, their implementation requires next event estimation tech-
nique that will be described lated. Rectangular lights are capable of producing
soft shadow which greatly increases the realism in scenes. Similiar to these are
sphere lights which might be better to suited in some scenes as they shine in all
directions. The last type of light is an environment light in the form of HDR
map. This map represents light coming from distant objects which are not part
of the scene. This map can act as a simple background light or it can be the sole
source of the light in the scene.
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4. Overview of BRDF models
In this chapter we introduce a few well-known models of reflectance functions.
More exhausting overview can be found in [11],[5].
Note that all calculations are done in world-coordinates and are valid only for
reflected rays i.e (ωi.n), ()ωo.n) ≥ 0.
In general, the reflectance function is dependent on wavelength λ of the light.
This dependency can be approximated by the RGB model which evaluates it
for 3 wavelengths corresponding to red, green and blue light. This correspond
to human eye’s sensitivity, for more thorough explanation see e.g. [5]. The
reflectance functions introduced here deal with it through defining k ∈ [0, 1]3
factors which characterize the portion of light scattered and not absorbed. They
can be refered to as the objects colours or albedos.
4.1 Lambert
Lambert BRDF represents a perfectly diffuse material that reflects a portion of
incoming light uniformly in all directions. The BRDF is named after Johann H.
Lambert who described this material long before the field of computer graphics.1
Given f(x, ωi → ωo) = c for some c ∈ R. The conservation of energy law
dictates that
∫︂
f(x, ωi → ωo)(n.ωi)dωi = 1 (4.1)∫︂
c(n.ωi)dωi = 1 (4.2)
cπ = 1 → c = 1
π
(4.3)








4.2 Functions based on microfacet theory
4.2.1 Microfacet theory
The concept introduced by Torrance and Sparrow in [12] states that rough ma-
terials can be thought of as consisting of many differently-oriented small mirrors
- microfacets - which obey the law of reflection.
Incoming light then can either be absorbed, scattered which is described with
Lambert model - diffuse term - or it can be reflected by these mirrors - specular
term. Thus the BRDF can be computed as fr = fd+fs and fr = kdiffusefd+kspecfs
is often used for explicit colors and also to ensure conservation of energy. [13]
proposed to model their orientation with probability distribution D(α) describing
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lambertian_reflectance
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Figure 4.1: Shadowing and masking in the microfacet model. The incoming
light might not hit the full microfacet and some light won’t hit the viewer because
they too cannot see the full facet. This behaviour is approximated by the G term.
deviation of mirror’s normal from the direction h = (ωi + ωo) known as halfway
vector. Due to law of reflection a mirror’s normal must be equal to h in order to
reflect light from ωi to ωo. The paper then describes a geometrical factor G that
accounts for photons being either occluded before hitting a mirror or after and
thus not leaving the surface in the ωo direction. See fig. 4.1 for the idea. This
geometrical factor depends on the orientation of the microfacets and thus on D,
[13] give a thorough explanation for their choice of G.
4.2.2 Cook-Torrance
[13] uses the microfacet theory to define the Cook-Torrance model with the spec-
ular term fs shown in eq. (4.5) together with G and D. The paper explicitly
mentions using two distributions Beckmann or Blinn’s Gaussian distribution for
D. Where m is a parameter called roughness and α = cos−1(n.h).
Note that the original paper seems to lack the 14 term in fs, which was also





















F stands for Fresnel term. It is the solution to Fresnel equations which de-
scribe the relationship between refracted and reflected light on an object’s surface.
In general, they depend on polarization of incoming light, indices of refractions,




2(1 + (c(g + c)− 1
c(g − c) + 1)
2)
c = ωi.h
g = n2 + c2 − 1.
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Full equation can be found in [15]. Another option is to use Schlick’s approxima-
tion from the same paper:





where nλ is index of refraction(i.o.r.) of the material. The 1 corresponds to i.o.r.
of medium, in this case air. We explicitly highlighted that i.o.r dependence on
wavelength of the incoming light. In the RGB model nλ would be a 3-dimensional
component vector.
4.2.3 Ashikhmin-Shirley
Ashikhmin-Shirley [16] is another microfacet model but this one can exhibit
anisotropic properties. Meaning that the reflected light is not only dependent
on elevation angles of θi, θo but also on azimuth angles Φi, Φo. Relevant equa-
tions for the model given from the paper are summarized in eq. (4.9). Parameters
nu, nv controls the anisotropicity of the material, u, v are tangent and bi-tangent
vectors. Notice that for nu = nv the numerator in β reduces to nu. The paper
used Lambert model for the diffuse part and added correction factor to ensure
energy conversation. They also recommend using the Schlick approximation for
the Fresnel term. h is again the half vector.
fs =
√︂










23π (1− ks)(1− (1−
n.ωo
2 )
5)(1− (1− n.ωi2 )
5)
4.2.4 Oren-Nayar
Oren-Nayer model created by [17] also uses the microfacet theory but instead of
facets being mirrors, they are lambertian surfaces. The paper describes isotropic
and anisotropic distributions of these facets. The final model is given as
f = kdiffuse
π
cos θi(A + B. max(0, cos(φi − φo)). sin α tan β),
A = 1− 0.5 σ
2
σ2 + 0.33 ,
B = 0.45 σ
2
σ2 + 0.09 ,
α = max(θi, θo),
β = min(θi, θo).
Where σ ∈ R+ corresponds roughness of the surface. This formulation contains
more than one goniometric function which is not ideal. Jos van Ouwerkerk on
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his blog [18] modified the formula to use only vector math. The end result is
K = max(0, n.ωi) V = max(0, n.ωo),






max(K, V ) .
It only requires dot products, square roots and two normalizations.
4.3 Measured models
The previous sections dealt with analytical models for the reflectance functions
but their goal is to resemble real-world materials. Another approach taken by [19]
is to measure real-world objects under precise lighting conditions to obtain tabular
values for the BRDF. Their measurements have granuality of 1◦ for elevations
angles and φo. That means each BRDF has almost 1,5 million samples. They
noted that only φo ∈ [0, 180◦] is necessary due to the reciprocity rule.
Their approach can successfully model many different materials but we do not
explore this area further and the application does not support measured BRDFs.
The reason is that there is a little value in ”editing” these functions.
The second part of [19] uses the measured models to create a 15-dimensional
space of reflectance functions. That, on the other hand, would be an interesting
topic and might be worth-while exploring, but currently it is only in the section
for future work.
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5. Random Numbers and Monte
Carlo Integration
In this chapter we will revisit Monte Carlo integration and take a look at gener-
ating random numbers on computers. Previously, it was stated that the definite
integral in eq. (2.2) of the function f(x) can be estimated as the average of f(ẍi)
values for uniformly-distributed random numbers ẍi. This approach can, in fact,
be generalized to any probability distribution p(x) as long as the following con-
dition holds
∀x ∈ Ω : |f(x)| > 0 =⇒ p(x) > 0.
This generalization is very useful because it can greatly reduce estimator’s vari-
ance for the given number of samples. The estimate is then computed as eq. (5.1)









Ideally we would like to choose p proportional to f , reasoning behind that can
be seen by choosing exactly the p(x) = f(x)
A
. Doing so, leads to the estimate for













That means we get the exact result for any numbers of samples. Of course, this is
only an illustration, if A is known in the first place, there is no need to estimate
it. But picking p ∝ f is to some degree possible and will lead to reduced variance
in the estimate. Note that the opposite is also true, choosing p different from
f(x) can lead to worse estimates than using uniform distribution. They will still
be unbiased but it can take very large number of samples to get close to the true
value.
5.1 Random Numbers on Computers
Modern processors are capable of generating truly random numbers using spe-
cial hardware instructions e.g. RDRAND [20][21], but as far as we are aware,
there are no graphics cards capable of this or any other similar instructions.
Instead, considerable time went into researching and effectively implementing
pseudo-random generators that can generate numbers that appear random un-
der many statistical tests. The common well-known generators include Mersenne
Twister and families of linear congruential generators. Another branch is to use
low-discrepancy sequences that generate quasi-random numbers, quick overview
of them can be found in [6] and it was also the approach taken by [22].
For our purposes we will consider two generators - MWC64X [23], and PCG-
XSH-RR from the permuted congruential generator(PCG) family[24]. Both can
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be very easily implemented inside a GPU and require very little state in contrast
to the Mersenne Twister. Authors claim, in the latter case explain [24], that
both are of high-quality and should pass many statistical tests for randomness.
Periods of these algorithms are 263 and 262, respectively, more than enough for
our needs. During our testing we did not see any difference between them.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-random number generators
Input S . . . 64-bit state
Output Uniformly distributed floating-point number in[0, 1]
1: procedure MWC64X
2: c← S >> 32
3: x← S&xFFFFFFFF
4: S ← 6364136223846793005x + c




9: x← S >> 59
10: r ← (S ⊕ (S >> 18)) >> 27
11: r ← (r >> x)|(r << (32−X))
12: S ← 6364136223846793005S + 1442695040888963407 return r
13: end procedure
14: Lower-case letters are 32-bit numbers, upper-case 64-bit. The constants are
taken from [25]. Other multiplicative constants are possible according to the
section 4.3.3 of [24] and the additive factor can reportedly be an arbitrary
odd number.
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6. Improvements to the Path
Tracing algortihm
The first version estimates LTE correctly but as shown in fig. 2.1 doing so require
many samples. This chapter will present existing techniques to reduce the vari-
ance in the estimation. One such technique was presented in chapter 5, others
include Next event estimation and Multiple importance sampling.
6.1 Next Event Estimation
The approach that will be described was presented in [26] and given a name
Next event estimation in [4]. But similar idea was very briefly mentioned in [3]
and the direct lighting techniques is also discussed in [2]. The main reason why
the algorithm presented in section 2.4 does so poorly in indoor scenes is that the
returned L is non-zero only if we happen to hit a light, otherwise the computation
was wasted. Instead, [4] takes the area form of the LTE from eq. (1.10) and
replaces the second term with Lr standing for the reflected light. By substituting
the integral into itself the paper arrives at the form written in eq. (6.1). The Last
equality is the consequence of linearity of the integral hidden inside R.
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) + Lr(x, ωi) (6.1)
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) + R[Li,e + Li,r](x, ωi) (6.2)
Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo) + R[Li,e](x, ωi) + R[Li,r](x, ωi) (6.3)
Notation Li,e(x, ωi) represents radiance received from direction −ωi1 that was
emitted from the closest point from x in the direction ωi. I.e the point y in
the area integral form and so Li,e(x, ωi) = Le(y,−ωi). Analogously for reflected
radiance Li,r(x, ωi).
This form allows us to estimate the two integrals independently of each other
and we can choose the preferred form for each of them. The middle term is
non-recursive integral corresponding to direct illumination, R[Lr](x, ωi) is still
recursive and represents the incoming radiance at the point x that was not directly
emitted from the closest hit-point but rather reflected from yet another source.
R[Li,r] is estimated analogously as in eq. (2.3a), using the solid angle which is
more useful and natural form than using area form and choosing a random point
that might not even be visible.
Estimating R[Le] using solid angle formulation would not be very useful as
only those rays that hit a light would be non-zero. That should hint towards
using the area formulation. First, the integral can be divided into |A| integrals
1Still using the convention Lo(x, ω) = Li(x,−ω) with ω point away from x.
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over individual areas
R[Li,r] = (x, ωi)
∫︂
Ay∈A
Le(y,−ωi)f(x, ωi → ωo)(ωi.n)
−nA.ωi
||y − x||2






Le(y,−ωi)f(x, ωi → ωo)(ωi.n)
−nA.ωi
||y − x||2










and the last equality holds because only the integrals over lights’ surfaces can
be non-zero. The estimation of R[Li,r] is summarized in eq. (6.4) (optionally a















This reformulation of the LTE from [4] can drastically improve the convergence
speed of the path tracing algorithm which is used in section 6.4. We again only
use N = 1 for estimating the direct lighting. Notice that we no longer add the
radiance if we hit a light, doing so would cause that term to be added twice as
it is already included in the previous iteration. The exception is hitting a light
directly with the camera ray, in that case we have to add it. Not doing so would
make the lights invisible to the camera.
Note than a welcomed consequence of this strategy is the ability to use point
lights. The basic version of path tracing will never hit a point light and so its
energy can never be transferred to the image plane.
This addition greatly improves the convergence speed as can be seen in fig. 6.1
compared to fig. 2.1.
6.2 Applying importance sampling to LTE
Previously inchapter 5, it was stated that by using suitable probability distribu-
tion to generate random numbers we can reduce the variance of integral estimates.
This section will apply this technique to various parts of the path tracing algo-
rithm in order to achieve faster convergence speed.
6.2.1 Reflected Radiance






Li,r(x, ωï)f(x, ωï → ωo)(ωï.n)
p(ωï)
.
Finding p(w) that is proportional to all the included terms is hard. Mainly
because we simply do not know anything about Li,r dependence on ωi for the given
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Figure 6.1: This figure show a Cornell-box-like scene rendered using the next
event estimation. The images show (from left to right, top to bottom) 10, 50,
500, 2000 samples per pixel. In contract to images in fig. 2.1, this added method
converges much more quickly at least for small lights. But it still has problems
with showing reflections in the sphere. It only shows the lights as they were
sampled directly, but not the floor and walls.
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x, at least not in a computable way. The easiest solution is to also disregard the
BRDF term as they too can be complicated. What is left is (ωï.n) and sampling
according to this distribution is called cosine-weighted sampling.
6.2.2 Cosine-weighted sampling
Instead of uniformly picking a direction in H2 with p(ω) = 12π we can choose
ω with p(ω) = cos(ω)
π
. The π term is normalization factor to make p a proper
probability distribution. Sampling from p is in fact very easy, given two uniform
random numbers u1, u2 ∈ [0, 1], surface normal n, and two orthogonal vectors
t1, t2, the resulting ω = (x, y, y) is given by
x = √u2 cos(2πu1)t1 y =
√
u2 sin(2πu1)t2 z =
√
1− u2n
According to [5] this sampling formula is know as Malley’s method. The book
then says: The idea behind Malley’s method is that if we choose points uniformly
from the unit disk and then generate directions by projecting the points on the disk
up to the hemisphere above it, the resulting distribution of directions will have a
cosine distribution. We use this as the default sampling strategy for unknown
BRDFs in estimation of R[Li,r].
6.2.3 Sampling according to BRDF
It can be seen that the reflectance functions presented chapter 4 might not be very
uniform and rather might have very sharp peaks and so a uniform distribution
might not be very appropriate. The reflectance function itself is almost a prob-
ability distribution if it obeys the established laws, so ideally we would choose
p = c.fr; c being the normalization factor. But sampling from these distribu-
tions is not straightforward, for that reason authors often provide [11] sampling
strategies that are at least similar to their functions. We will list them for the
reflectance functions introduced in chapter 4.
Mirror Custom sampling allows us to define a BRDF for perfect mirrors -
materials that obeys the law of reflection. Although we already encountered
mirror-like surface in the microfacet models, for them the Li(x, ωi) term was
non-zero for non-trivial number of incoming directions. In this case there’s only
one such direction - ωi = −d.n + 2(d.n)n. Randomly choosing this vector has
practically zero probability 0f happening. Using the importance sampling we can
directly choose this vector with probability 1 and the integral has been reduced
to one evaluation.
Lambert Is a uniform distribution without any preference for a particular ω
and so cosine-weighted sampling is better for evaluating the LTE.
Cook-Torrance The dominant term in the specular part is the D distribution
of microfacets. So the reasonable approximation is to sample according to it and
this will be now presented as was described in [5].
The approach is to first generate the half-way vector ωh and then transform
it to ωi. Let u1, u2 ∈ [0, 1] be two uniform random numbers. Since this BRDF is
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isotropic the azimuth angle φh can be sampled uniformly as φh = 2πu1. Next it
is easier to obtain ωh indirectly as








1− 11 + tan2 ωh
(6.7)
. (6.8)
Using these we can construct the vector ωh. For p(ωh) the D can be used directly.
The last thing that remains is to get ωi and that can be done as





Ashikhmin-Shirley [16] proposes following the sampling strategy, given two






cos θh = (1− u2)−nu cos
2 φh−nv sin2 φh .
p(h) =
√︂
(nu + 1)(nv + 1)
2π (n.h)
nu cos2 φh+nv sin2 φh
The source then notes that φh is generated only in 0, π2 and must be mapped to
0, 2π, see details in the paper. Lastly, this generates the halfway vector, ωi can
be obtained[16] as −ωo + 2(ωi.h)h and p(ωo) = p(h)4ωo.h .
Oren-Nayar is close enough to Lambertian surface so that it can too be sam-
pled using the cosine-weighted distribution.
The impact of these improvements can be seen in figures fig. 6.2.
6.3 Direct Lighting
Although we cannot reason about the term Li,r, we know more about Li,e. Our
scene consists of point, area, and sphere lights as well as one environment light.
Point lights have infinitely small area that only consists of one point. There
is no advantage of using Monte Carlo as the corresponding integral in eq. (6.4)
can be computed explicitly.
Points on area lights can be reasonably well sampled uniformly [figure with
lambert]. There would be slight advantage to use p ∝ (ωi.n) −nA.ωi||y−x||2 but we won’t
do that yet.
Sphere lights are similar to area lights but a worthwhile optimization is to use
cosine-weighted sampling strategy that samples the half of the sphere oriented
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Figure 6.2: This figure show the same indoor scene now rendered with included
BRDF sampling and MIS of light. The images show (from left to right, top
to bottom) 10, 50, 500, 2000 samples per pixel. In contract to the images in
fig. 6.1, sampling according to the BRDF can handle reflections of walls and light
sampling preserves reflections of lights.
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towards the hit-point x. Because Le,i is non-zero only on this half and its mag-
nitude is given by EA(y)(−nA.ωi) where EA(y) is irradiance emitted from the
light’s surface.
Sampling the environment light with special distribution instead of p(ω) = 14π
is very useful technique that further reduces the variance in the final image and
will be more thoroughly described in following section.
6.3.1 Importance Sampling of Environment Light
Our environment light uses a 2D texture for calculating the incoming radiance to
the scene from environment sources. That makes Li,e piece-wise constant2 over
the solid angle. Since it envelops the whole scene, there’s a little advantage to
using area form and instead the solid angle variant will be used.
Ideally, we want to choose a distribution as close to as p(ω) = Li,e(y,ω)∫︁
Li,e(y,ω)dω
(optionally including the cosine term). Furthermore, due to the Li,e discretization,
the integral can be computed directly by summing over the texture’s pixels.
There are multiple methods how sample from a discrete distribution, overview
of some is e.g. in section 13.3 of [5]. The basic method is the inversion trans-
formation method. That is a computing cumulative distribution function(CDF)
Fu = P (ω ≤ u) (u is discrete variable), inverting it and then for given a ω̈ sam-
pled uniformly3 ώ = F −1(ω̈) has the p distribution. But sampling from the F −1
naively takes O(n) time, binary search will reduce it to O(log n) for n discrete
values. There is a paper [27] from 2008 that presents two new methods, first that
runs in O(1) time on average. Second that inverts the CDF approximately. We
tried to implement it, but we have run into issues with indices as the paper does
not specify behaviour for out of bounds indices which might happen. It is also
very brief on the resulted algorithm, in particular choosing a row using rational
numbers.
We have chosen to use square histogram method presented in [28]. Given a
1D discrete distribution defined using table 6.1 and visualized in a histogram
fig. 6.3. The paper proposes to reorganize this histogram in such way that each
column is exactly the same height - the average height of 1
n
for n discrete values.
They explain that this can easily be achieved by taking the highest column H
and moving a part of it to the lowest column L such that L reaches the height
1
n
.. The highest column might become smaller than the average but since it’s
bigger than L it can always ”satures” B to the desired height. Thus each column
contains at most two different values.
The source gives a full algorithm for building this modified histogram and
subsequently sampling according to the p distribution. We rewrote it using a
slightly different notation in algorithm 3, the paper uses K, V tables to store
the modified histogram. Ki stores the second value or i if there isn’t one. V
acts as a sort of cumulative distribution function. At first we tried this approach
and did not manage to get it working (section 6.3.1). We decided to make a
slight modification, instead of computing Vi we compute Wi which is defined as
portion the column H occupies in a now-average-sized L. In other words, we have
2Depending on chosen interpolation between two texture samples it can also be bilinear or
bicubic.
3With respect to the solid angle over the surface of a sphere
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Figure 6.3: Original histogram Figure 6.4: Square histogram
Figure 6.5: Histograms before and after the application of the square histogram
method on the distribution defined in table 6.1.
split the 1D discrete probability into a uniform distribution over n values and n
binary distributions over i, Ki defined by p(Ki) = Wi. Although this requires two
random numbers rather than one, generating them using algorithms presented in
section 5.1 is pretty fast and does not create a bottleneck in our application.
Later we managed to get a look at the supplementary material for the paper.
The implementation uses a different formula VL = L.α + pL = (L + 1).α − s.
With this, the algorithm works as expected. The table 6.1 contains computed
values by the presented algorithm on our example, fig. 6.4(right) shows the mod-
ified histogram. The table also shows the suspicious values of Vi and their fixed
counterparts.
Images in section 6.3.1 show an environment map and 100 million samples
generated using the square histogram method. To sample from 2D distribution
the well-known approach is taken. That is we create a marginal distribution over
rows and conditional distributions for each row over columns given the selected
row. We then apply the algorithm to all of them. This approach is also used
in our application. One last thing needed is that this probability is defined over
[0, w) ∗ [0, h) (width and height) but the environment light sampling is done with
respect to solid angle. Because of that the probability must be multiplied by the
correction factor w4π .










































Table 6.1: 1D discrete distribution with CDF.
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Figure 6.6: Top: An example of an environment light in the form of a tone-
mapped HDR map. Courtesy of hdrihaven.com.
Middle: 100 million samples accumulated using the square histogram algorithm
presented in section 6.3.1. Scale is not linear but instead the image was tone-
mapped using the same algorithm as the HDR map. Our version, requiring two
random numbers, was used, but the original fixed method generated the same
image.
Bottom: Incorrect result caused by a typo inside the VL as presented in [28].
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Algorithm 3 Sampling from a discrete distribution
Input pi i ∈ [0 . . . n− 1] probabilities
Output Vi, Ki, Wi i ∈ [0 . . . n− 1] the square histogram
1: procedure Square histogram
2: α← 1
n
3: for i← 1 . . . n do
4: Ki ← i
5: Vi ← α.(i + 1)
6: Wi ← 0
7: end for
8: for repeat n− 1 times do
9: L← argmini(pi) H ← argmaxi(pi)
10: KL ← H
11: s← α− pL
12: VL ← α.L− s
13: WL ← −sα
14: pL ← α pH = pH − s
15: end for
16: end procedure
17: procedure Drawing samples
18: u← uniform[0, 1]
19: j ← ⌊u.n⌋
20: if u < Vj then return j
21: else return Kj
22: end if
23: end procedure
24: procedure Drawing samples (ours)
25: u1, u2 ← uniform[0, 1]
26: j ← ⌊u1.n⌋
27: if u2 < Vj then return Kj




6.3.2 Multiple importance sampling
Multiple importance sampling is another generalization of Monte Carlo integra-



















where w are weighting functions which satisfy ∑︁Npi=1 wp,i(x) + ∑︁Nqi=1 wq,i(x) = 1
for ∀x ∈ Ω. Subscript under x denotes from which distribution was the sample
generated. The paper provides a choice for these weights in eq. (6.11) and names
them balance heuristic when β = 1, power heuristic otherwise. We adapted them
to our particular case of the two distributions. Later it also proves that these





The paper uses this technique for direct lighting from area lights. We will
use it also for the environment light. Choosing direction according to a diffuse
BRDF does not work well with small lights as they will not be hit very often
because the rays are essentially random. On the other hand choosing rays with
respect to lights will work very well. This will stop working for highly-specular
BRDFs and big lights since in the majority of time the sampled direction will
result in very low f(x, ωi → ωo) value. The MIS technique tries to eliminate
both these bad scenarios by sampling both BRDF and lights exactly using the
presented equations. After integration into the developed algorithm, it can render
reasonably well the scene shown in fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: This figure is a recreation of Veach’s MIS scene from [2]. The top
image samples direct lighting according to the lights. The bottom one uses MIS
for sampling using both the BRDF and light distributions. The light sampling
fails for highly-specular BRDFs and big lights.
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6.4 Final Path Tracing algorithm
Algorithm 4 Includes NEE and MIS.
n← 0
throughtput← 1.0 ◃ How much light can pass along the path
LI ← 0 ◃ Radiance arriving at the camera’s pixel
ray ← GenerateCameraRay()
while n + + < MAX PATH LENGTH do
intersection← IntersectScene(ray)
if intersection == None then return LI
else if intersection == Light and n==1 then ◃ Only cam. ray hit.
◃ Transfer the radiance via the path to the camera.
return LI + throughput ∗ intersection.LI
else ◃ Hit an object




througput∗ = BRDFEval(intersection, ωo, ωi) ∗ cosTheta/pdf
end if
q ← max(throughput.x, throughput.y, throughput.z)








In this chapter we introduce 3 main applications with the same goal that are very
similar to each other. Then we formulate the requirements for our own solution.
7.1 BRDF d́ılna(workshop) - Master thesis
The master thesis[22] written by Jǐŕı Matějka features a text editor for writing
the reflectance functions which can then be applied to one mesh illuminated by
an environment map. The user can define parameters for the BRDF that can
then be tweaked during the rendering process. The graphical application uses
the Qt library for the UI and mix of OpenGL&OpenCL for the image generation.
It features progressive renderer and rotatable camera. The program however does
not support area lights, although they can be simulated through the environment
map, nor any indirect lighting. The user cannot input their own custom impor-
tance function, instead the author uses general method that tries to match the
BRDF.
7.2 BRDFLab
This program [29] is capable of displaying wide range of BRDFs, including mea-
sured ones. The analytical model must be given in the form of a colection of
analytical lobes, it does not seem to support arbitrary code. But the program
does offer a fitting tool that can fit these lobes to any model. The BRDF can
too be rendered using a simple model and an environment map. In addition, it
supports 3D graphs with the plotted BRDF. The analytical models are written
using special syntax in XML and GLSL, the rendering is done by Ogre 3Ds.
7.3 BRDF Explorer by Disney
This application offers similar features as the previous ones. It adds 2D graphs
for the BRDF but does not feature custom importance sampling for the written
functions either.
7.4 Our solution
Out solution should implement the presented path tracing algorithms and the
user should be able to choose between its different variants; trading complexity
for performance. Using a modular approach the previous direct-lighting-only
solutions will be possible to implement without losing the developed tools. The
concept of a scene allows more than one object to be created so the user can
make a specific scene needed for their BRDF, including point and area lights.
The scene can consist of objects presented in chapter 3 and is loadable from a file
during runtime. This makes it easier for the user to make their own without the
need to change the source code.
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We want explicit support for custom importance sampling functions as they
can have great effect on the quality of the rendered image. Same as the previ-
ous works, the program supports the notion of parameters and offers tools for
working with them. The finished program should contain basic 2D graphs for
inspecting the BRDF, its dependence on the parameters and the quality of the
chosen importance sampling strategy.
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8. Technologies
The described path-tracing algorithm throughout the previous chapters evaluates
each pixel independently, that makes the algorithm easily pararellizible. This
chapter introduces a few technologies for pararelization and then give the rea-
soning for the used ones in the application and describes these further in more
detail.
Because of author’s experience with C++ and OpenGL applications we de-
cided to use them for our editor. They both offer high-performance and are not
tied to a single platform or vendor.
8.1 Platforms For the Path Tracer Implementa-
tion
The following technologies were considered for implementing the path tracing
algorithms. We only give a very brief introduction with what we consider are
the advantages and disadvantages of each. The chosen technologies are more
thoroughly explained later.
8.1.1 CUDA
is a computing platform that accelerates general computing by using NVIDIA
graphics cards [30]. CUDA is a very mature platform with active community,
plenty of available resources, and tools. C++ developer can directly write C++
functions that can be compiled for both CPU and GPU using nvcc compiler. In
general, CUDA allows creating so-called kernels - functions that can be executed
by the GPU. They are written in CUDA C++ and there is also an option for
compiling these kernels during runtime. Meaning that C++ code can create a
kernel from a string source code and then execute this compiled kernel on the
GPU all during runtime without restarting the application. As was mentioned,
CUDA and its tools are only available for NVIDIA GPUs.
8.1.2 OpenCL
OpenCL [31] is a general compute API specification currently developed by
Khronos Group. In capabilities and usage it is very similar to CUDA. But the
developer uses standard C++ compilers and OpenCL is accessed as a library
through functions calls, all kernels are compiled at runtime from character strings.
Great advantage over CUDA is that OpenCL is multi-platform. Hardware ven-
dors are responsible for implementing the API for their devices and currently the
OpenCL is available on multitude of devices including CPUs and GPUs.
Subjectively it has smaller community and fewer available resources. Although
AMD offers some tools through its GPUOpen initiative [32] including an OpenCL
profiler and debugger, they seem to only support AMD GPUs. Intel also offers its
own tools[33] for developing the OpenCL applications on their integrated GPUs.
To our knowledge NVIDIA offers no such tools. More importantly at the time of
this writing, NVIDIA GTX 1050TI GPU with the newest drivers available still
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only supports OpenCL 1.2 introduced in 2011 and this should be true for all
NVIDIA GPUs. On the other hand Intel i7-7700HQ with integrated Intel HD
630 GPU both support OpenCL 2.1
OpenCL kernels are written in C99-like language and are compiled during
runtime from strings. Since version 2.2 there is support for a subset of C++14
features1 similar to what is now offered in CUDA. Access to OpenGL resources is
available only as an extension, from experience it requires OpenGL and OpenCL
to be executed on the same device.
8.1.3 OpenGL
OpenGL is a general graphics API specification also developed by Khronos Group.
Although it is mainly targeted at raster graphics, since version 4.3 [34] there is
support for general compute capability in the form of compute shaders. They are
very similar to CUDA/OpenCL kernels but they do not offer explicit distinction
between global and local/shared memory. Rather the user must rely on OpenGL
textures and buffers. On the other hand sharing state between compute shaders
and rendering pipeline of OpenGL is trivial.
8.1.4 C++
Although C++ does not have direct support for execution on GPUs, there is at
least one library written around OpenCL that enable this - SYCL.
SYCL [35] is a C++ API specification, also created by Khronos Group, that
brings a similar functionality of mixed CUDA, C++ to OpenCL world. Using
SYCL user can call c++ SYCL functions that will be seamlessly executed by
OpenCL. We encountered this library during very early stages of development
but due to severe lack of resources and available implementations it was not
researched further.
8.2 Chosen technologies
We decide to use OpenCL mainly due it being cross-platform library even ca-
pable of running on a CPU which would hopefully allow more thorough testing.
The program was developed on a laptop with NVIDIA 1050TI GPU and Intel
CPU with an integrated graphics card. Thus OpenCL can be easily tested on 3
different devices just by switching between them during runtime. The developed
application supports this as it became useful during the development. Because
undefined behaviour often manifested in different ways between the NVIDIA and
Intel implementations.
1No dynamic allocation, exceptions or virtual functions.
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8.3 OpenCL and OpenGL
8.3.1 OpenGL
OpenGL was mentioned because of the compute shaders. We used it to implement
the visual part of the program.
Most of the OpenGL functions are only implemented as part of the graphic
drivers and must be loaded at runtime. This can be accomplished by loading
libraries, one being glad which can generate custom loader for different versions
of OpenGL and its extensions.
OpenGL itself is not capable of creating the window context which is platform-
dependent operation, nor it has access to any I/O. For this reason we use GLFW
library which is cross-platform and works nicely with OpenGL. It offers callback-
style API for processing I/O - in our case mouse and keyboard. After creating the
window, glad is initialized using gladInit, then we can call any loaded OpenGL
functions. The last library we used is ImGui 2, since GLFW does not do any
custom UI drawing. This C++ library does not offer all features that e.g. Qt
might but, personally I like its immediate style:
1 i f ( ImGui : : Begin ( ”HelloWindow” ) ) {
2 ImGui : : Text ( ” Hel lo , world %d” , 123) ;
3 i f ( ImGui : : Button ( ”Save” ) )
4 {
5 // do s t u f f
6 }
7 ImGui : : InputText ( ” s t r i n g ” , buf , buffLen ) ;
8 ImGui : : S l i d e r F l o a t ( ” f l o a t ” , &f , 0 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ;
9 }
10 ImGui : : End ( ) ;
This will draw a window containing the text, input field, slider, and the button
which will do stuff if it is pressed. Almost all the UI state is hidden and kept
by the library. The example was taken from its official github page and slightly
expanded, see more examples with pictures there. This style allows quick pro-
totyping and a simple if statement can decide what is drawn. Great feature of
this library is that it does not contain any OpenGL calls. All commands are de-
constructed into simple geometric primitives and stored inside internal buffers,
the developer can then processes these buffers as needed. We use OpenGL to
draw the UI on the screen. This two-stage drawing will become useful later.
8.3.2 OpenCL
OpenCL is our choice for the implementation of the rendering algorithm, in par-
ticular its 1.2 version to ensure compatibility with NVIDIA GPUs. The API
is in many ways similar to OpenGL. To use it one can choose and install one
of the available frameworks and compile the project using the provided libraries.
Since there might multiple such frameworks (platforms) installed on one machine,
OpenCL is now usually available as a dynamic library (e.g. opencl32.dll on Win-
dows ) that calls the actual implementation for each platform. Because of this we
decided to follow the same approach as OpenGL does through glad. But at the
2https://github.com/ocornut/imgui
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Figure 8.1: Shows core OpenCL concepts and their relationship to each other.
Image taken from OpenCL API 1.2 Reference Guide[31]
start of development we did not find any glad-like library and so we did write our
own since the official OpenCL (both C and C++) header files are freely avail-
able from the official Khronos Group Github3. Only the implementation must
be loaded at the run-time. This allows the code to run on any machine with
OpenCL implementation - usually part of the graphic drivers.
The OpenCL API defines a few key concepts. which are written below and
their relationship is shown in fig. 8.1
1. Platform represents an OpenCL implementation which can contain mul-
tiple devices. E.g. a CPU and its integrated GPU.
2. Device is a hardware unit capable of doing the computation.
3. Context is a collection of devices from one platform. The context holds
the state of these devices, including any allocated resources, kernels and
queues.
4. Command queue is tied to one device and is used to send commands
to this device. These commands are then executed asynchronously on the
device.
5. Program is a source code compiled for a given device. It can contain mul-
tiple kernels which are functions that can be executed using the associated
command queue.
Since OpenCL is intended for parallel execution, only executing one kernel
once would not be very useful and instead hardware architectures are build for
executions in huge batches. When a kernel is sent for execution on the command
queue, number of work items and work groups must be specified. The work item
3https://github.com/KhronosGroup
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corresponds to one call to the kernel’s function. These work items can be clustered
into work groups.
OpenCL supports up to 3-dimensional ranges of these items. For example if
we have two matrices of 64x64 elements and want to add them, then we might
use a range of (64, 64, 1) items and each item will be responsible for adding the
two values. We could have launched the kernel with a range of (4096, 1, 1) and
do the indexing of the correct row, column manually. But that is unnecessary
because this feature is intended to ease the indexing and thus a range the most
suited to a given problem should be used. In our application we use 2D kernels
to implement the rendering and 1D kernels to create graphs.
OpenCL distinguishes between host device (called host) memory and compute
device memory( called device)4. Host device is the device calling OpenCL func-
tions, in our case the CPU through C++ code. To dispatch any useful kernel,
arguments are needed. Native types can be passed directly, but bigger objects
must be transferred using buffers or images - shown in fig. 8.1. Buffers can be
allocated both in the host and device memory but in the former case accessing
such buffer from a kernel can be very slow.
Inside the kernel OpenCL distinguishes between 4 types of memory - global,
local, constant and private.
1. Global memory refers to either host memory or kernel arguments which
use the global specifier. Access to it might not be cached and latency is
the highest of all three but its size can be in gigabytes for current GPUs
and even higher for CPUs. With exception of images it can be read and
written to, and is shared between all launched work items. But the access
to it is not synchronized and memory barriers must be used to achieve that.
2. Local memory is shared between work items inside the same work group
and different work groups their own. This memory can be really fast but its
size is severely limited, OpenCL guarantees at least 16Kb each work group.
3. Constant is the same as global memory but the kernel cannot write to it
and the size is limited.
4. Private memory is stored inside registers, GPUs have many of them in
each compute unit. It is used to store all local variables.
The individual work items on GPU do not correspond to CPU threads. In-
stead a warp of 16,32 or 64 items is executed in lock-step. Meaning that all
the items execute the same instructions on different data - SIMD. The warps
are assigned to compute units - cores - to be executed, their assignment and
context switching is up to the implementation. GPUs perform best if there are
more warps than cores as they can swap-out the ones waiting for memory. The
warps consist of work items from a same work-group which means that work
groups should contain a warp-multiple of items and so it beneficial to set them
appropriately even in cases where the local memory is not needed.
This lock-step mechanism may lead to branch divergence - a situation where
items in the warp want to execute different instructions. This can easily happen
4OpenCL 2.0 added shared virtual memory but it will not addressed here.
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when one group takes the if branch and the other the else branch of a con-
ditional statement. The solution is to use masking, meaning both branches are
executed by all work items and only those who are active will write the results to
memory. This leads to decrease in performance since some items are idle, in the
worst-case scenario only one item is active and the rest must wait. The longer
the divergent code is the worse effect it will have. In our case, we launch the 2D
kernel for each pixel, so the items in a warp process nearby pixels and generate
coherent camera rays. But after the first bounce, the rays typically go into very
different directions and may even hit different objects with different materials.
This will lead to branch divergence, resolving this is not trivial and some papers
propose different solutions [36][37].
8.3.3 Sharing Resources
In the brief introduction of technologies there was a short sentence about sharing
resources between OpenGL and them. This is because the OpenGL is used for
drawing and since it might very well run on the same device as the kernel will, it
would be nice if one could directly draw the output of an kernel to the screen.
This is in some cases possible, OpenCL contains extension functions5 that
allow to share buffers and textures between OpenGL and OpenCL. Our program
takes advantage of that if available, details are section 9.3.
5These functions are not guaranteed to exist on the target machine
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9. Editor Architecture
This chapter provides a general overview of the program’s architecture, interde-
pendencies and interesting decisions taken during its development.
As the result is a graphical application, the user interacts with the program
through a graphical interface. This must be reflected in its design and we con-
sidered the following as a typical user work-flow:
1. Write a new reflectance function.
2. Define its customizable parameters.
3. Optionally specify a distribution according to which should the BRDF be
importance sampled.
4. Create a concrete example by setting the parameters.
5. Let the program plot the BRDF, see if it behaves as expected.
6. See the effect of the defined parameters on the function.
7. Use these graphs to sort out any implementation errors.
8. Prepare a basic test scene.
9. Render the scene and see how the material looks. This includes choosing
the appropriate rendering algorithm.
10. Iterate the process by freely tweaking the parameters and lighting condi-
tions.
11. Test effectiveness of different distributions and possible approximations
both in the rendered scene and in graphs.
12. Save the developed functions for later use and also save the rendered image.
The developed program can be from a user’s perspective partitioned into 3 main
parts - BRDF text editor, Scene Renderer and Graphs. The application should,
and does, freely allow the user to switch between them. A more detailed diagram
is drawn in fig. 9.1. It summarizes which presented technologies were used for
which parts of the program. Throughout this chapter we will describe some of
these parts and the relationships between them in more detail.
We tried to create as modular system as possible, meaning that the user can
switch between all the presented versions of the path tracing algorithm, as well
as write a custom one. This allows implementing the one-bounce version used by
the previous applications.
Before continuing further we show a few commented images of the final pro-
gram serving as an introduction and quick demonstration of its features.
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Figure 9.1: General overview of the program’s architecture. It shows relevant
dependencies between individual parts and which technologies were used for them.
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Figure 9.2: Scene rendering features of the program with the Stanford bunny.
1. Tools for choosing the OpenCL platform and device, including information
about working interop with OpenGL. Offers buttons for loading a scene or
selecting another rendering algorithm. Both are loaded from text files.
2. Contains a scrollable list of all materials’ parameters where can they be
modified. Clicking on a colour will open a small colour picker window.
3. Assigns materials to the scene objects.
4. Parameters for lights.
5. The rendered scene with some statistics, a user can currently select from
two tone mapping algorithms. The scene can be rotated using left mouse
button which acts as a trackball. This allows for some fine-tunning or e.g.
inspecting a model from another side.
6. Console, that will show information regarding the materials and the kernel.
The arrow in the top left corner can hide the console.
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Figure 9.3: Graphs of 3 different materials, each graph has dedicated settings
window that contains the material’s parameters as well as precise controls for
setting the incoming and outgoing directions. The graph contains values for RGB
channels and calculated luminance (yellow). If a BRDF has custom sampling, it
can plotted too - the black line in the top left graph. Optionally the cosine term
can be included. The circles in the top left corners of the graphs allow setting
the direction in a more visual manner using a left&right mouse buttons.
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Figure 9.4: The editor features a small text source editor with multiple tabs.
The left panel allows addition or removal of materials and BRDFs. The middle
section shows parsed parameters for edited BRDF and in the bottom left corner
there is a window with parameters for a selected material. The console will
inform the user about any changes they made - e.g. adding a new BRDF, failure
to add it or a kernel compile error message including the line number if possible.
Unfortunately the NVIDIA compiler does not show correct line numbers but at
least prints the line.
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9.1 Program execution flow
As we mentioned, the user must be able to interact with the running program.
In order to do so, we chose to use progressive rendering. The same approach
was taken by all previous works and is also present in professional renderers e.g.
Blender. It means that the rendering algorithm renders the image by adding one
sample to each pixel at the time. This is reflected in the overall execution flow of
the program, depicted on a diagram in fig. 9.5.
At the beginning of each frame, the user input from the last frame is collected.
Next, if the user is in the Scene Renderer module and the rendering is enabled,
then we dispatch the main kernel. As was explained in section 8.3, this runs
asynchronously to the C++ code which is an advantage for us. In the meantime,
we can process the necessary program logic solely related to GUI. One of the
mentioned reasons why we chose ‘ImGui‘ library is that it has two stages. Any
code between ImGui::BeginFrame() and ImGui::EndFrame() is captured into
command lists. Only when we have processed all the GUI logic, we wait for
the kernel to finish and call ImGui::Draw which dispatches the stored commands
to OpenGL. That means even though we use OpenGL to draw UI, we do not
interrupt the running kernel with it.
9.2 Scene and Editor
We introduced objects that can be placed in the scene in chapter 3. Their storage
is more or less straight-forward translation to C++ classes and OpenCL structs.
A scene can be loaded from a .json file allowing the user to easily create new
scenes, please refer to the user guide for an example.
We decided to make a distinction between a material and the BRDF. The
latter is represented by its name and associated text source code that defines the
BRDF with its parameters, described in the next section. The former is defined
by a BRDF and concrete values of its parameters. Thus one BRDF can be used
by more than one material and objects have an assigned material instead of just
a BRDF and its values. We think this is a reasonable idea because it allows easier
comparisons between two sets of parameters and at the same time easier sharing
of them between two objects.
9.2.1 BRDF source code
OpenCL’s syntax is almost equal to C’s, we decided that users will be able to
directly write OpenCL code that will be then used by the kernel. The similar ap-
proach is taken by all previous works as it is probably the simplest to implement.
In our case, the user must write one BRDF function with a fixed header. Op-
tionally they can also define SampleBRDF and GetwInPDF. The former, in addition
to the BRDF, chooses its own incoming direction ωi to sample and also returns its
probability. The GetwInPDF return a probability for a given direction, this ex-
plicit call is needed for the MIS technique. An example of the first two functions
is shown fig. 9.6. Note that the user must either write only the BRDF function or
all three of them.
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Figure 9.5: The execution flow of the program with detailed rules on the scene
kernel recompilation.
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We were considering making an explicit BRDFDistribution function that
would accept an RNG generator and returned the sampled direction together
with its probability. This would remove the need for SampleBRDF. That would
also be a valid approach, but usually the reflectance functions share some code
between sampling and evaluating, separate BRDFDistribution would either re-
quire a custom state structure to pass these computations to the BRDF, or there
would be redundant evaluation. Also, some parts of the rendering algorithm, like
NEE, do not need to sample a direction, they have both vectors and just need
to evaluate the BRDF for them, thus the BRDF would still have to work without
calling the BRDFDistribution.
On the other hand, our approach leads to code duplication between all three
functions. This duplication can be moved to shared functions, but the user must
pass the parameters manually and the name must be unique between all BRDFs.
For the kernel compilation (section 9.2.4) purposes the user is not allowed to call
BRDF, SampleBRDF GetwInPDF from any other functions.
We decided to keep all inputs in world coordinates. The reason is that most
reflectance functions can be implemented without any goniometric functions be-
cause they can be replaced with dot products that are very fast in current GPUs.
Nowhere in the rest of the path tracer we need local coordinates, so for the sim-
plicity and efficiency a user must implement them themselves if they need them,
or if they would make the code faster. That cannot always be done nicely which
is discussed later.
BRDFs can have parameters, this is achieved by defining a separate code
block called params. It must be written on the first line, an example in fig. 9.6.
Currently allowed types are int, float, float2, float3, float4. The user
can specify 4 tags: colour and minimal, maximal, and default values.
We adopted a similar technique as [22]. After defining these parameters, they
can be freely referenced from either function.
9.2.2 Editor
One part of the program is very simple text editor that allows writing the BRDF
sources and subsequently compiles the kernel. Picture of this editor is in fig. 9.4
and more pictures are shown in the user guide.
We did not try to make a best text editor with as many features as we could,
years went into development of successful editors. Instead our editor offers basic
text operations and allows loading new BRDFs from files as well as from the
clipboard. This enables the user to use their favourite editor and copy-paste the
code to our application when necessary.
This part of the program is capable of adding and removing new materials
from the created reflectance functions. We added a simple overview of their
parameters to see whether they were parsed correctly. Because of the dynamic
kernel compilation there is a console that outputs the result of the recompilation
and any compilation errors that might have happened due to user’s mistake.
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9.2.3 OpenCL scene
Due to OpenCL running possibly on another device with a separate memory, all
the kernel’s input arguments must be transferred to this device. We chose to
use a cl::Buffer for each type of object presented in chapter 3. This leads to
more kernel arguments but the user does not interact with them while writing
the BRDFs, see appendix A.1 for the list of these arguments. An alternative
approach would be to put all the types into one buffer of unions. The camera is
passed as a separate argument.
Since OpenCL does not support a structure of buffers nor images, the envi-
ronment map takes more than one kernel argument. In particular, two Image2D
- one for RGB values and the second for the squared histograms of rows as they
were presented in section 6.3.1. We can pack the probability, K and V arrays
inside one cl float3, this puts a limit on largest supported dimensions of 223
in either direction as this is the largest integer representable by a 32-bit float.
Another image1D of float3 is used for the marginal histogram.
Although the translation of a C++ structure to an OpenCL one is straight-
forward, care must be taken to ensure the correct alignment and padding. In
particular, float[3] is not equal to cl float3 in C++ code nor to float3 in
the kernel. The specification1 explicitly states that float3 is equal to float4
both in size and alignment. This is probably due to optimizations in hardware.
For this reason we implemented the sphere data structure as one float4 holding
both position and the radius. We also explicitly use float4 in type declarations
instead of float3 even if the fourth component remains unused.
9.2.4 Scene Kernel
Kernels were explained in section 8.3. In this section, we will take a closer look in-
side a scene kernel - the kernel responsible for rendering the scene. Its compilation
process will be described together with some notable functions.
As we stated in OpenCL introduction - there are no function pointers, no
dynamic memory allocation inside the kernel and neither can any global pointers
be stored inside the buffers. This lack of function pointers can be somewhat alle-
viated by a switch statement on an integer. The restriction is based on hardware
as not all supported devices( e.g. GPUs) must have a stack or call instructions.
In that case, the compiler will inline all function calls in the kernel. This would of
course not be possible to do with function pointers or recursion for that matter.
Because our application features a general scene with more than one material and
a ray can hit any of them, the manual switch has to be used.
Now, we will explain how the scene kernel is assembled. The process is demon-
strated in fig. 9.6 on a small example. The assembly begins by fetching all ma-
terials and their BRDF sources from the scene. We collect all their parameters
into one buffer ParamBuff containing Param ts which are a union of all allowed
parameter types. An offset is assigned to each material (not the BRDF) into this
buffer representing its first parameter. Then we initialize the Param ts to either
the requested or implicit default values. An index is attached to each BRDF
source and the and the written BRDF functions are prepended with the name
1https://www.khronos.org/opencl/
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given to the BRDF. As was already stated, custom function are not renamed
and their names should be chosen with care. In the end, we think these restric-
tions are reasonable and should not complicate writing any code too much. If
the user does not choose to adhere to them, the worst-case scenario is a cryptic
compile-time error message.
We still have to fix BRDF,SampleBRDF, GetwInPDF signatures by adding a cou-
ple of arguments - one to the buffer with parameters and one for the material
offset. For this reason, those three functions cannot be called from the code.
Then, the parameters’ definitions can be pasted inside both functions and initial-
ized with the correct union member of Param t value obtained from the buffer
based on the offset and type of the parameter.
This is a very flexible approach that can handle an unlimited number of read-
only parameters of allowed types. Repeated access to them should be comparable
to any local variable as they are usually stored in registers. Currently, arbitrary
buffers are not allowed. One way of implementing them would be to not derefer-
ence the index position inside the buffer and leave arbitrary space inside before
the next parameter. The reasons for not implementing them were that access to
this buffer could be very slow on GPUs if the global memory is not cached. Also,
the allowed parameters already cover a great deal of BRDFs models. One thing
the buffer would add is the demand for precomputed tables or even numerical
BRDF models. In that case, perhaps using an OpenCL clImage would be more
appropriate but the number of image arguments passed to the kernel is limited
so Image3D would have to be used to pack these additional arguments, due to
complexity needed it was not implemented and it is an item in the future work
list.
At last, general BRDFEval,BRDFSampleEval, GetwInEval functions are made,
the first two can be seen in fig. 9.6. These are meant to be called from the
rendering algorithm whenever a surface evaluation is needed. They accept the
arguments necessary for calling the BRDF implementation, that includes the
buffer with parameters and a MatInfo structure. This simple structure is the
OpenCL equivalent of material and holds the index of a BRDF and the mate-
rial’s offset. All these functions contain a switch statement that is based on the
BRDF’s index and the code just calls the corresponding renamed BRDF with
appropriately shifted buffer. Acting precisely like a function pointer.
BRDFSampleEval calls SampleBRDF if it was defined by the user. If not, then
the genCosineDir (using cosine-weighted strategy) is called first, followed by a
call to the BRDFEval. If GetwInPDF was not defined either, the cosine-weighted
sampling is used too. Meaning that the rendering algorithm can transparently
call all these functions depending on its needs. E.g. the BRDFEval is called by
the next event estimation.
Had we asked the user to optionally define the BRDFDistribution instead of
SampleBRDFEval, then this would be the place where the state structure (sec-
tion 9.2.1) obtained from the BRDFDistribution would be passed along to the
BRDFEval.
MatInfo is a part of HitInfo OpenCL structure generated by intersection
tests between rays and the scene, see the implemented path tracing algorithm for
precise details.
After these transformations, the main rendering algorithm is simply appended
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to those two generated functions and compiled. Thus a custom algorithm can be
easily plugged into the application as long as it has correct arguments - ap-
pendix A.1.
Again, the whole generating process is summarized by the diagram in fig. 9.6.
The online compilation is thus a crucial feature needed for this editor. This
(re)compilation is noticeable in the program, but does not take more than a few
seconds. The kernel is only recompiled when the user explicitly requests it, or
tries to render the scene after some source changes. The precise rules when this
happens are discussed in the next section and displayed in fig. 9.5.
9.3 Renderer and Kernels
The renderer is the core unit of the program. It is an abstraction over the whole
rendering algorithm. User can choose OpenCL platform, device, and the path
tracing algorithm. Its goal is to separate rendering implementation details from
the rest of the program. It contains the Kernel class which is another abstraction
over a compute kernel. This way the OpenCL implementation is contained in only
one place. Changing from OpenCL to e.g. CUDA would require rewriting these
two classes and replacing any OpenCL specific UI controls. Of course, all written
reflectance functions would have to be modified too. Also, objects in the scene
can serialize themselves into corresponding OpenCL structures, likely the same
structure could be used for other technologies. To summarize, the application is
not that modular but the care was taken to contain this implementation-specific
behaviour.
The renderer class is responsible for triggering the explained compilation pro-
cess and dispatching the kernel into the command queue. The output from the
renderer should be one added sample to each pixel. We did not discuss yet where
are these pixels stored, how are they displayed, and how is the kernel actually
called, this section will amend that.
We already revealed a few kernel arguments in section 9.2.3, appendix A.1
contains the declaration of the rendering algorithm kernel function with all its
arguments. So it has all the mentioned ones and three new ones - numSamples,
buffImage, and rngState. We will present them shortly by describing the over-
all rendering process. There is also a maxBounces algorithm corresponding to
maximum length of paths.
The GUI (OpenGL) renders the scene as a 2D low-dynamic range (LDR)
texture at the end of each frame as is depicted in fig. 9.1 and indirectly in fig. 9.5.
We know that the kernel is called inside Begin Rendering part, so one idea would
be to let kernel directly write to this texture. Finish Rendering then waits for
this kernel to finish and OpenGL is then free to show this texture to the user.
There a few reasons why we do not do it exactly like that.
First, it is not possible. We did mention that sharing objects between OpenGL
and OpenCL is sometimes possible. Yes, it is if they both run on the same
platform/device and the device supports it. We will discuss both cases shortly.
But the main limitation is that the OpenCL images are not read-write, they can
only do one type of the operation in the kernel. We could share buffers instead
of images between OpenGL, that would work, but we do not need to do that.
The scene kernel has its own separate buffer argument buffImage and the
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Figure 9.6: Assembly of the scene kernel. In particular this shows how are indi-
vidual sources transformed, including their parameters. The rest is just append-
ing the loaded rendering algorithm. We did not show the GetwInPDF for brevity
as it is almost identical to how SampleBRDF is processed. See appendix A.1 for
it’s declaration.
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execution between Begin and End will add one sample for each pixel to this
buffer. Next part of the End Rendering is a tone-mapping kernel. Since the
path tracing algorithm returns the radiance which can be arbitrarily large, the
tone-mapping kernel is responsible for mapping these outputs to [0,1] range that
can be rendered to the screen. Although both OpenCL and OpenGL support,
and we use, the floating-point textures, they can still only render the [0,1] range.
This new kernel accepts the buffImage as its input and is responsible for
writing the rendered scene to the LDR texture that can be used by OpenGL.
It does this by first, averaging the sum in the buffer by the number of rendered
samples. We could have done this inside the main kernel. Then a tone-mapping
algorithm transforms these values to [0, 1] range and writes them to the texture.
We implemented two algorithms
map1(v) =
v
β + v (9.1)
map2(v) = αvγ γ ∈ (0, 1). (9.2)
Both are very simple global filters, the gamma parameter does not map the range
exactly to [0, 1] and might leave some parts of the image under- or overexposed.
Although the user cannot currently add new one, it only requires adding the code
one source file and registering the added function. Only after this kernel finishes
the control goes to Draw UI. In fact, we dispatch this kernel right after the main
one, because OpenCL’s command queue ensures it gets executed only after the
first one.
This tone-mapping kernel still requires a texture. If the sharing with OpenCL
is enabled, we directly pass the one used in OpenGL. We can do that because
ImGui is not using any OpenGL functionalities in Process UI. If not, we create
an OpenCL image, pass it to the kernel and then map both the OpenGL texture
and the image to CPU’s memory and do the copying there. This is, of course,
slow and generates non-trivial overhead. For this case, we added the sharing
capabilities to the OpenCL platform and device selection.
During the development we encountered a problem where the Intel graphics
drivers are reporting that they support the sharing, but they actually do not and
the application crashes as the result. Since this crash happens inside the graphics
driver, we cannot do anything about it. The only recommendation we can give
is to test all the devices and see which work and which do not.
numSamples argument signals how many samples are present in the buffImage,
after some refactoring, it’s not currently needed inside the main kernel, but is still
present there if needed in the rendering algorithm. It’s incremented before each
Begin Rendering.
9.3.1 RNG state
In the theory, we introduced two pseudo-random number generators. They differ
from e.g. Mersenne twister by having a very small state. We can use that and
have an RNG for each pixel (rngState) i.e. each OpenCL thread as another
argument to the kernel. Thus there is no need for any locking or shared mem-
ory between the threads. We have provided a simple uniformRNG(rngState)
function accepting an opaque state, the state is available in SampleBRDF func-
tion which can be seen fig. 9.6. The user can call this function as many times
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as needed. Every pseudo-random generator needs a seed that uniquely identifies
the whole sequence. We can initialize, or reinitialize, all RNGs by writing to
the rngState buffer. In the implementation we use C++11 <random> library
that provides std::random device which is capable of generating truly random
numbers on the CPU. Since this is done only when needed we do not have to rely
on fast generators and instead, we can ensure the quality of randomness.
9.3.2 Restart rules
Multiple user actions can trigger a change that should restart the rendering pro-
cess from the first sample or even recompile the kernels.
First, if the kernel is not compiled at all, or is out of date because a BRDF
got changed, it is recompiled. Second, if anything in the scene changed, we must
update the corresponding buffers. This includes any parameters, camera or light
intensities. Of course, this should also restart the rendering process. We do that
by setting numSamples to 0. The rendering algorithm is written in such a way that
it overwrites the buffImage in this case instead of adding to it. We do not have
to, and we do not, reset the rngBuffer with new seeds. It’s not necessary and
would incur noticeable lag as the used std::random device is not fast enough.
Next, if the texture size changes, we have to restart the rendering and recreate
new image buffers, this time including rngBuffer. Lastly, if a device is changed,
or even the platform, we have to stop the rendering process. We simply destroy
the OpenCL context associated with this device and later create a new one. This
destroys all compiled kernels and stored buffers.
Overall these rules are summarized in a digram in fig. 9.5. Due to relatively
small scenes and a low number of total parameters, rotating the scene and chang-
ing the parameters is nearly instantaneous and the scene is just ”locked” at one
sample per pixel during these changes.
9.3.3 Custom Kernels
The renderer has also the ability to generate custom kernels where the program-
mer supplies the function as a string and can execute them whenever needed.
We use this functionality to implement fast sampling of reflectance functions for
Graphs. We ”issue” these kernels through the renderer, because they are inval-
idated when the OpenCL device is changed and must be recompiled when the
source is altered.
9.3.4 Implementation shortcomings
We tried to give the reasoning for our choices in designing this renderer archi-
tecture. Yet there are some unresolved issues. We heavily rely on the user
cooperating when implementing the reflectance functions. We believe we have
set reasonable expectations but one can easily break the kernel by e.g. defining
new global functions. For this reason, we provided the console, which prints any
kernel compilation errors.
But this process relies on the vendor’s compiler to deliver these errors. Since
we piece different source code together, the shown errors might not be detected
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at the expected places, especially if the errors are in the global namespace. The
reported line numbers are not always correct either. We tried to at least partially
solve this problem by using #line X macro present in C99 and also in the OpenCL
specification. But the current NVIDIA drivers seem to ignore it, so an error on
a first-line in e.g. Lambert’s 5-line BRDF might show up on the 500th simply
because there is a long, complicated BRDF implementation above it.
One issue [22] dealt with was the limit of the longevity of kernel execution.
Running too long and the graphics card gets restarted. We did not encounter
this problem during ordinary work with the application. But the limit still exists,
and running very complicated kernel with a complex scene can certainly hit it.
In that case, splitting the scene into blocks as [22] did will help, but it is not
currently implemented.
9.4 Graphs
The last discussed part of the application is its plotting capabilities. Our appli-
cation supports multiple graphs as it can be seen e.g. in fig. 9.3. This is partly
due to 4 plotted lines per graph and so it is not very practical to try to put
multiple materials inside one graph. Instead, an option for more separate graphs
was added as it might be beneficial to compare different materials between each
other. The windows are freely resizeable and hideable.
One graph shows a 2D slice of a given reflectance function, or more precisely
a material, in the plane of outgoing ray ωo and the normal. All three channels
can be shown together with the luminance2. The plotted curves are constructed
by evenly sampling the outgoing elevation angle. Optionally the user can en-
able multiplication by the term n.ωo, which then more accurately represents the
actually reflected light from the surface.
The user can use the controls located in the top-left corner to rotate this
reflection plane around together with the incoming direction. For more finer
controls there are also sliders with angles that can be used, see fig. 9.3. Another
feature is direct access to the material’s parameters that can be freely changed
in the same way as in the rendered scene.
9.4.1 Computing graphs
In order to create the plotted lines, the material is evaluated with different ωo
values sampled evenly with respect to the elevation angle. Since this can be done
in parallel, naturally, a kernel is used.
This kernel is also build dynamically similarly to the main one. Since only one
material is present and ωo is known, there is no need for creation of BRDFEval
nor SampleBRDFEval,GetwInPDFEval functions. Instead the BRDF source can
be directly pasted inside the kernel.
2Computed as 0.2126 ∗R + 0.7152 ∗G + 0.0722f ∗B as per [38]
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9.5 Implemented algorithms and their perfor-
mance
The application is accompanied by 3 path tracing algorithms.
• pathTracer: The basic version of the path tracing algorithm as presented
in section 2.4 and used in fig. 2.1.
• pathTracer-DL: This algorithm features NEE by directly sampling lights,
does not use BRDF sampling, its output can be see in fig. 6.1.
• pathTracer-DLMIS: Uses the MIS technique and samples the new directions
using BRDF custom sampling (BRDFSampleEval). Was used to generate
images in fig. 6.7 and fig. 6.2.
We measured their performance on a NVIDIA 1050TI GPU, the testing res-
olution was 640x640 pixels and the times represent the amount of time spent
inside the rendering kernel per sampled calculated as average from 500 samples.
Three scenes were used for comparing the performance of these algorithms: The
Cornell box-like scene already used for showing the algorithms, an outdoor scene
containing the Stanford bunny (fig. 9.7), and the default scene (fig. 9.8). The
results are shown in the following table:
Algorithm
[ms/sample]
#max bounces Only Bunny Cornell box Default
pathTracer 1* 3.1 1.0 1.0
2 3.9 2.1 1.9
5 4.0 6.0 3.0
pathTracer-DL 1 6.5 7.0 3.1
2 6.9 13.3 4.0
5 7.0 23.9 4.8
pathTracer-DL-IS 1 7.1 11.2 6.9
2 8.0 27.1 11.0
5 8.3 67.3 21.6
No shadows 1 4.1 4.1 3.0
2** 4.1 11.2 4.0
5** - - -
The fourth algorithm is pathTracer-DL-IS with disabled shadows. Meaning that
lights are sampled without taking visibility into account. This matches as close
as possible the output of the master thesis[22]. *Only one bounce for the basic
path tracer means that all objects are black and only the lights directly visible
from the camera are drawn. **Due to absence of shadows the lighting in this
image is incorrect and thus was not measured. But if we understand the thesis
correctly, the OpenGL approach was able to generate one sample under less than
a millisecond in some cases. And that is on hardware from 2010 but we also chose
more complex mesh. None the less
The results show that simple scenes can indeed be rendered interactively even
with indirect lighting. The worst result is for the path tracer with MIS, the
biggest portion of that time is taken by intersections of shadow rays with the
scene . But 67ms per sample still allows to work with the application and even
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Figure 9.7: This scene features the Stanford bunny illuminated by the en-
vironment map. Uses the Cook-Torrance material with grey diffuse color and
roughness of 0.24 .
change the parameters interactively. Furthermore, MIS should converge faster in
some cases.
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Figure 9.8: This is the default scene loaded into the program. Contains two
spheres and a box on a horizontal plane. The scene is illuminated by two area
lights from sides (not visible).
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Conclusion and Future Work
First, we introduced the necessary theory to derive the well-known path tracing
algorithm, explained the scene and its objects, described a few reflectance func-
tions. After that, we explained the techniques which improve the convergence
speed of the rendering algorithm and incorporated them into our project. sec-
tion 7.4 reviewed the previous work and proposed a new solution, the following
chapter 9 stated the expected usage and explained the developed program with
its interesting concepts.
We believe that we have created an editor that is comparable with the previous
works and offers features that they do not. Simultaneously is modular enough to
match the users’ needs. Thanks to the usage of OpenCL technology, we achieved
interactive rendering times for simple scenes with a few objects and indirect
lighting. As a proof of its capabilities, almost all images used in this work are
created using the program.
Part of the work is the implementation of the path tracing algorithm and its
features as specified in the theory, presented reflectance functions and a couple
of scenes for testing purposes.
9.6 Future work
Although the editor is working, there are few needed improvements or non-ideal
parts. The most severe is lack of consistent tangent vectors for meshes. The user
can use genBasis function to generate the tangent vectors but they are not con-
sistent across the whole mesh. This was discovered too late to properly address.
Another unsupported thing is specifying default parameters’ values in the scene
file. Because now, the scene loading just uses default parameters assigned by
the BRDF, this leads to e.g. having 2 Lambert materials in the scene file which
will then be initialized to the same default value even though the first thing the
user will do is differentiate their parameters. Although this does not impact the
rendering, it does impact the productivity.
There is certainly much room for kernel optimizations, in particular the local
memory could be used to store parts of the scene. The master thesis[22] uses
OpenGL to generate camera rays and achieves much faster rendering times than
our fastest kernel. This idea could be leveraged for our application too, OpenCL
would then handle indirect lighting. But this creates additional complexity be-
cause the whole scene would have to be decomposed into triangles.
Future work can be done by implementing more complex rendering algorithms,
bidirectional path tracing would add support for caustics that can be generated
by some reflections. Adding new object types to the scene is always an option.
As we discussed, the BRDF parameters can be expanded by adding a general
buffer parameter.
We did not implement 3D graphs but they could be very valuable to inspecting
the BRDF and even its sampling function.
An interesting feature would be to in some way export the developed re-
flectance function. This could either mean evaluation at predetermined angles,
making this a measured BRDF. Or export in some general format supported by a
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commercial renderer. Blender allows scripting materials using python and build-
ing them using nodes from basic building blocks. The latter would also be an
interesting feature.
Currently, the default sampling strategy for unknown BRDF is to only use the
cosine term. [22] used another method that could approximate the distribution
based on the BRDF. In this way, our application could too be improved. Or at
least the BRDF could be discretized and then the square histogram method can
be used as the sampling strategy.
Personally, I would like to explore the space of BRDFs defined in [19] and see
which BRDF can be generated from it.
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10. User Guide
This goal is of this document is to show how to obtain, deploy and work with the
developed application.
10.1 Obtaining the application
The developed application is distributed as an electronic attachment with this
thesis. These attachments are:
1. Source files used to build the application.
2. Pre-built binary executable BRDFEditor.exe
3. Supplementary materials which include the written kernels, scenes, HDR
maps and the BRDFs used in this thesis.
10.1.1 Compiling this project
Since there are pre-compiled binaries available, this step can be skipped. The
program uses CMake to generate the project files and is known to work with
CMake 10.2. Although all the used libraries are cross-platform, the compilation
was not tested on Linux nor MAC, the safe way to successfully compile the project
on Windows is to use Microsoft Visual Studio. First, generate the project files
using these commands:
1 cd <Direc tory with the ”BRDF Editor ” f o l d e r .>
2 mkdir bu i ld
3 cd bu i ld /
4 cmake ” . . /BRDF Editor ”
If the Visual studio is properly installed, CMake will generate the .sln project
that can be built, preferably in the Release configuration. There is also another
way, Visual Studio 2017 and newer support loading the cmake projects directly.
It requires installation of ”Visual C++ tools for CMake” - please see the Visual
Studio documentation1 . Then the .sln project is generated on-the-fly and can
be build the same way.
10.1.2 Running the application
The application requires OpenGL 4.5 and installed OpenCL 1.2+. If these are
not present, the application will not launch and will report an error. Please make
sure that both opengl32.dll and opencl.dll are available. Both should be
installed together with the graphics drivers. There should be no need for any
SDK like [33] but installing them will not cause any harm.
The program window is resizeable but the intended resolution is somewhere
between 1280x768 and 1920x1080. Smaller resolutions may result in clipped UI
1At the time of writing, the page is https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cpp/build/
cmake-projects-in-visual-studio?view=vs-2017.
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elements, there is not much benefit for larger screen expect for graphs. The
application runs on 4K screens but the font does not scale, this is a limitation of
ImGui library.
On the start, the default scene and kernels are loaded. These are pathTracer.cl
and defaultScene.json. Now, we will show the usage of the program through
the following commented images.
Figure 10.1: The program after launch should look like this. First thing we
need to do is to select a OpenCL Platform and a device.
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Figure 10.2: We have selected the NVIDIA platform and its GPU. After this, a
few new buttons appeared. Now the user can freely change the scene, algorithm
and the image resolution. We have set ours to 640x640 and hit the Start Rendering
button. The rendered image begins to appear. We can move the camera around
by dragging the left mouse button across the image. Leaving the scene aside
for the moment, we pause the rendering process and move to ”BRDF Editor”
window.
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Figure 10.3: The program now switched to its editor, there is already one BRDF
with a material present - the pink Lambert material. Clicking on the Edit button
next to the BRDF will open the editor. Here we can see the implementation of
the Lambert BRDF, including custom sampling and parameters.
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Figure 10.4: We can freely play with the BRDF, we have removed the custom
sampling, added another parameter. This time without the color tag. See
appendix A.2 for the syntax for the parameters. We have also at one point
removed a semicolon, compiling this BRDF lead to a compiler error in the console.
Adding it back and recompiling again solved the problem.
Next, we will create a new material called LambertRed, if we click on the edit next
to it, we can change its parameters in the lower left corner, in particular we’ve
changed the color parameter to red color. Now, we will move to the third part
of the program - graphs. Make sure that the kernel does not contain any errors
by compiling it before moving on, as the graphs would not work otherwise.
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Figure 10.5: After switching to graphs we have created a graph for each of
the two materials present in the scene. Their windows can be automatically
arranged by the series of buttons on the top panel. Each windows shows the
plotted material, more precisely for a given incoming direction(blue) the graph
shows values for outgoing directions in the chosen plane (red). The circle in the
top left corner represent the top-view of this interaction, using left,right mouse
buttons the user can set the directions. Hovering over the graphs shows the
elevation angle and the associated value of that point.
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Figure 10.6: We have rearranged the kernels into 2x2 grid and opened the
settings windows for both. These allow precise control over the graphs. Using
checkboxes we can changed which values get plotted, including the custom sam-
pling(PDF, black). We have changed the graphs a little to show their capabilities.
The windows can be closed using the ”X” button and reopened by opening the
list of graphs, this is also the place where can the graphs be deleted. The user
can switch between the editor and these graphs as long as they always properly
resolve any errors.
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Figure 10.7: Returning back to the rendered scene. We have add a new envi-
ronment map cape hill 2k.hdr (loading will take very long in the debug mode),
changed the algorithm to pathTracer-DL-IS, dimmed the area lights (the two
black parts), rotated the camera around, and finally rendered the scene. Note
that the time at the top panel shows the time spend executing the kernel, it does
not include the execution of the rest of the program.
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10.2 Writing a custom scene
The scene must be written in a .json file using JSON syntax, C++-style com-
ments are allowed. Please see any examples distributed together with the pro-
gram, all names are case-sensitive. The top level object must contain:
1. camera : Objects containing three arrays: position,dirup which corre-
spond to 3D coordinate space for the camera. So we will refer to these
3-component arrays as vectors.
2. BRDFs: A list of (name,filename) pairs specifying the included BRDFs, the
file name is relative to the executable.
3. materials: Similar to BRDFs but instead of a filename a BRDF’s name
must be present in BRDF field.
4. lights and objects array.
In addition to these, there are two optional values - envMap string value holding
the file name for the environment map and envMapIntensity multiplying the
values in the loaded map.
The possible objects in the lights array must have a string value named type
and the value must be a one of sphere, plane, cuboid, mesh. Similary all
lights must have this attribute too with allowed values being point,area,sphere.
They all have fairly self-explanatory attributes and all of them are mandatory,
see created examples.
There are three interesting arguments a mesh. These are yaw,pitch,roll
representing rotation angles in degrees for individual axes X,Y,Z respectively. We
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A. Attachments
A.1 Headers of the used kernel functions
1 k e r n e l void render (
2 const g l o b a l Sphere∗ spheres , const g l o b a l Plane∗ planes ,
3 const g l o b a l Cuboid∗ cuboids , const g l o b a l BVHNode∗ bvhNodes ,
4 const g l o b a l Tr iang l e ∗ t r i a n g l e s , const g l o b a l Mesh∗ meshes ,
5 const g l o b a l PointLight ∗ pLights , const g l o b a l AreaLight∗ aLights ,
6 const g l o b a l SphereLight ∗ sLights , const Scene scene ,
7 g l o b a l MatInfo∗ matInfos , g l o b a l Param∗ matParams ,
8 g l o b a l f l o a t 4 ∗ buffImage , g l o b a l u int2 ∗ rngState ,
9 r ead on ly image1d t envMarginalRowHist ,
10 r ead on ly image2d t envRowHists ,
11 r ead on ly image2d t envMap ,
12 f loat envMapIntensity , int numSamples , int maxBounces ) ;
13
14
15 f l o a t 3 BRDFEval(
16 MatInfo matInfo , f l o a t 3 normal , f l o a t 3 wIn , f l o a t 3 wOut ,
17 g l o b a l Param∗ paramBuffer ) ;
18 f l o a t 3 BRDFSampleEval ( MatInfo matInfo , f l o a t 3 normal , f l o a t 3 wIn ,
19 f l o a t 3 ∗ wOut , RNGState∗ rngState , f loat ∗ pdf ,
20 g l o b a l Param∗ paramBuffer ) ;
21
22
23 f loat GetwInPDF( MatInfo matInfo , f l o a t 3 n , f l o a t 3 wOut ,
24 f l o a t 3 wIn , g l o b a l Param∗ paramBuffer ) ;
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A.2 BRDF example
The following code shows an example of valid BRDF definition, including all
possible parameter types and optional tags.
1 params{//Must be on the f i r s t l i n e
2 f l o a t 3 x ; [ default =(1.0 f , 0 . 5 f , 1 . 0 f ) ] [ c o l o r ]
3 f l o a t 2 y ; [ min=1.0 f ] [ max=2.0 f ] [ default =(0.0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ]
4 int i ; [ s t ep =0.1 f ]
5 }
6 // [ co l o r ] tag w i l l t r e a t the va lue as co lor , enab l e s co l o r p i c k e r
in UI .
7 // [ s t ep ] , [ min ] , [ max ] conta in always one f l o a t va lue
8 // [ s t ep ] c o n t r o l s the dragg in speed o f UI s l i d e r s .
9
10 // Prede f ined cons tan t s a v a i l a b l e in every BRDF.
11 #define PI 3.1415926535 f
12 #define TWOPI ( 2 . 0 f ∗PI )
13 #define HALFPI ( PI /2 .0 f )
14 #define EPSILON 0.000001 f
15
16 f l o a t 3 BRDF( f l o a t 3 n , f l o a t 3 wIn , f l o a t 3 wOut)
17 {
18 // Defined parameters can be used in any o f t h e s e t h r ee f u n c t i o n s .
19 return ( f l o a t 3 ) ( c o l o r ) / PI ;
20 }
21 f l o a t 3 SampleBRDF( f l o a t 3 n , f l o a t 3 wIn , f l o a t 3 ∗ wOut , f loat ∗ pdf ,
RNGState∗ rngState )
22 {
23 f loat tn1 , tn2 ;
24 //The two prede f ined f u n c t i o n s
25 // wIn i s c u r r e n t l y unused by the func t i on and can be anyth ing .
26 ∗wOut=genCosineDir (wIn , n , rngState , pdf ) ;
27 // Generates orthonormal base around the normal .
28 genBas is (n,&tn1 ,&tn2 ) ;
29
30 return ( f l o a t 3 ) ( c o l o r ) / PI ;
31 }
32
33 f loat GetwInPDF( f l o a t 3 normal , f l o a t 3 wOut , f l o a t 3 wIn ) {
34 return dot ( normal , wIn ) /PI ;
35 }
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